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Samuel Eddy was baptized at Cranbrook, Kent, England, on 15 May 1608, the son of
Rev. William Eddye and his wife Mary Fosten. The year of Samuel’s arrival in the Plymouth
Colony was probably 1630, since his brother John is known to have arrived in New England in
that year, on the Handmaid, and it is highly likely that he and Samuel traveled together. Samuel
Eddy died in Swansea, Massachusetts, on 12 November 1688. He and his wife Elizabeth were
married by 1637. Elizabeth died in Swansea on 24 May 1689.1

There is no surviving record of Elizabeth’s surname, but through circumstantial evidence
a case can be made that she was a daughter of Thomas Rogers of the Mayflower. In his well-
known and highly-acclaimed book, Plymouth Colony: Its History and People 1620-1691,
published in 1986, Eugene Aubrey Stratton presents the evidence for this possible identification
in his discussion of the implications of the “mystery” of Samuel Eddy’s name

appearing on a list of 3 June 1662 of “first born children” who received land purchased
by Major Winslow and Captain Southworth (PCR 4:18-19). The list is a bit misnamed,
for the original act from PCR 11:16 provides that “such children as are heer borne & next
unto them such as are heer brought up under their parents be provided for before any that
either come from England or elsewhere.” A good reason can be found for virtually all the
names on the 1662 list. The “first born” seems to be any needy child (or a parent for the
child) of those who were in Plymouth by 1627. One person on the list does not fit the
pattern, William Pontus, but we might suppose that he was included because he and his
wife were of the Leiden Separatists and needed land. Some men are on the list because
they married “first born” children, such as William Hoskins (married Sarah Cushman),
William Nelson (Martha Ford), George Partridge (Sarah Tracy), and Andrew Ring
(Deborah Hopkins). Edward Gray was the only person receiving a double share, and he
was the husband of Mary Winslow, daughter of two Old Comers (Mary Chilton and John
Winslow). But why was Samuel Eddy’s name on the list? Samuel did not qualify for
inclusion by any right of his own. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that he qualified
by right of his wife, and that she must have been the daughter of some Old Comer family.
Which Old Comer families had daughters named Elizabeth who can not otherwise be
accounted for? Only one. Bradford (Ford) 2:408-09 gives Bradford’s words that “Thomas
Rogers dyed in the first sicknes, but his sone Joseph is still living, and is maried, and hath
six children. The rest of Thomas Rogers [children] came over, and are maried, and have
many children.” Yet not all of Thomas Rogers’s other children at Plymouth have been
identified. Besides Joseph, who came over with Rogers, his son John came over ca. 1630,
but that is all that is known about his children in New England. MF 2:153 cites Leiden

1For details on Samuel and Elizabeth Eddy, their life and family, see Robert Charles Anderson, The Pilgrim
Migration: Immigrants to Plymouth Colony 1620-1633 (Boston: New England Historic Genealogical Society, 2004),
194-98.
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records to show that Rogers also had in Holland Lysbeth (Elizabeth) and Grietgen
(Margaret). It might seem reasonable then to think that Samuel Eddy’s wife was
Elizabeth Rogers...2

Thomas Rogers had married Alice Cosford in Watford, Northamptonshire, England, on
24 October 1597. They and their children had left England for Leiden by 1617. In 1620 Thomas 
Rogers and his son Joseph (baptized at Watford on 23 January 1602/03) sailed on the Mayflower,
while “The 1622 Leiden poll tax list shows that his wife Alice, two daughters Elizabeth Rogers
and Margaret Rogers, and younger son John Rogers remained in Leiden...”3 William Bradford, in 
his history Of Plymouth Plantation, reports that the rest of Thomas Rogers’ children did eventually
come to Plymouth Colony, get married, and have families. The presence in the colony of John
Rogers (baptized at Watford on 6 April 1606), and his family history, are documented.4 The
presence and family history of Elizabeth (baptized at Watford on 26 December 1609) and of
Margaret (baptized at Watford on 30 May 1613) are not documented. But according to Bradford,
they were in the colony, they were married, and they did have families.

There is, however, a possible “fly in the ointment” for the identification of Samuel Eddy’s
wife Elizabeth as Elizabeth the daughter of Thomas Rogers. Stratton goes on to state that there is
“one other fact” which could militate against this otherwise likely identification:

As shown by Plymouth Colony LR 4:311, Samuel Eddy was a brother-in-law of Thomas
Savory... All would be neat if Savory were married to a Margaret, but his wife was Anne
or Annis. One could suppose that Savory married (1) a daughter of Thomas Rogers and
(2) Anne, or that he married Anne, a daughter of Thomas Rogers not given in the Leiden
records, but this is just speculation.5

But it is actually not “just speculation” that Thomas Savory may have had a first wife before his
known wife Anne. Stratton himself, in his discussion of Thomas Savory’s family, notes that

Thomas Savory made his will 6 April 1674, sworn 7 March 1675/76, and he left all his
estate to his wife, Ann, also called Annis. He also desired “my deare wife to Consider;
my son Aron att her decease; if shee have any thinge left; and the Reason why I Give all
to my wife is because I have little my debts being payed” (Ply. Colony PR 3:1:172). The
wording might indicate that son Aaron was by an earlier wife, but not necessarily.6

2Eugene Aubrey Stratton, Plymouth Colony: Its History and People 1620-1691 (Salt Lake City: Ancestry
Publishing, 1986), 287-88. Joseph Rogers, who accompanied his father Thomas on the Mayflower, lived in Duxbury
and Eastham, Massachusetts. He and his wife Hannah (surname unknown) were the parents of Sarah, Joseph,
Thomas, Elizabeth, John, Mary, James, and Hannah.

3Alice Westgate, Ann T. Reeves, and Peggy M. Baker, Mayflower Families Through Five Generations:
Volume Nineteen, Thomas Rogers (second edition) (Plymouth, Massachusetts: General Society of Mayflower
Descendants, 2013), 1.

4John Rogers lived in Duxbury, Massachusetts. He married Anna Churchman, with whom he had John,
Hannah, Abigail, and Elizabeth. 

5Stratton, 288.

6Stratton, 349. The full text of the will is as follows: “The last Will and Testament of Thomas Savory
Senior. I give my soule to him that gave it and my body to a decent burial. And next I give to Anne my dearly
beloved wife all that estate that I have that is to say my house and lands both uplands and meddows with all my
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While it is indeed not necessary to conclude from this phrasing that Aaron was not the
biological son of Anne, it is difficult to imagine why Thomas would have worded his will in the
way he did, if Aaron was her natural son. Thomas did not divide his estate among his wife and
children (as would be customary), but left everything to his surviving wife, since – as he himself
stated in the will – there would be little left after his debts were paid. If all of Thomas Savory’s
children were by Anne, it would be assumed that in her own future disposition of what would
now have become her property, she would be equitable and fair in dividing among them what
was left of the estate. They would, after all, be her children, too. But if one of Thomas’s heirs
was not also an heir of Anne, then it would make perfect sense for Thomas to seek to make
special provision for an inheritance, however modest, also for that heir. This might also help us
to understand why, in the special request to Anne that he included in his will, such an heir from a
previous marriage would be referred to as “my son Aron” and not as “our son Aron.” This was
not a bequest, where we would in either case expect the “my son” wording, but this was a
“memorandum” of sorts, addressed to Anne, embedded within the text of the will.7

Thomas Savory had arrived in Plymouth in 1633.8 We do not know when Margaret
Rogers or her sister Elizabeth arrived in the colony, but it was most likely in the company of
their brother John Rogers, who arrived around 1630 – perhaps on the same ship on which
Samuel Eddy and his brother John Eddy had arrived. If Margaret Rogers and Thomas Savory
were married soon after Thomas’s arrival, a son Aaron may have been born between 1635 and
1640. During that range of time, Thomas Rogers’ daughter Margaret would have been between
22 and 27 years old. It has been supposed that Aaron Savory was born “say 1658,”9 but there is
no compelling reason to think that he was born this late, or that he could not have been an older
half-brother of Thomas Savory’s other known children (Benjamin, Thomas, Moses, Samuel,
Jonathan, Mara, and Anthony) – who would have born after the death of Margaret, and after the
remarriage of Thomas to a woman named Anne (whose maiden name, and date of marriage to
Thomas Savory, are unknown).10

It is also worth noting that on 7 June 1665 Thomas Savory was one of five men receiving
land in the town of Middleborough, in the Major’s Purchase. Stratton observes that while the

mouables in the house and belonging to the house or all that appeares to be mine from any other thus I say and will
and give to Anne my deare wife, shee to pay all my debts, and I desire my deare wife to consider my son Aaron att
her decease if she have anything left, and the Reasons why I give all to my wife is because I have little my debts
being payed; I leave her sole administrator and executor. Thomas Savory” (A. W. Savary, Genealogical and
Biographical Record of the Savery Families (Savory and Savary) and of the Severy Family (Severit, Savery, Savory,
and Savary) [Boston: The Collins Press, 1893], 22).

7Anderson also notes the unusualness of the special reference to Aaron in the will, and suggests that it
“might mean that he was in some way incapacitated” (409). Anderson also suggests that the Aaron Savory whose
will was proved in Bristol County in 1717 might have been this son of Thomas Savory (408). But we see no reason
to question the identification of Aaron Savory of Bristol County – who was married, and a property owner – as
Aaron Savory the son of Thomas, and therefore we do not believe that Aaron was an incapacitated person. And even
if he was physically or mentally incapacitated, if Anne was his mother she would be expected to be as sensitive to
his special needs as his father would have been, without the need for a special reminder in the father’s will.

8Anderson, 405.

9Anderson, 408.

10The placement within Thomas Savory’s family of his son Anthony is also not certain. Anderson admits
that “reasonable evidence is available for the ages of all the children except Anthony and Aaron. They are placed
here as the youngest, but they might possibly have been the oldest” (409).
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other four men in this Purchase received the land for themselves, Savory received it “for his
children.” Stratton goes on to point out that while this purchase was not stated to be for children
of “Old Comers,” there is evidence of an “Old Comer” connection for the other four men.11 The 
theory that Thomas Savory had had a child (or children) by an earlier marriage to Margaret Rogers
is congruous with his receiving land under these terms, together with those other individuals.
The plural reference to “children” might mean that Thomas and Margaret had had an additional
child besides Aaron, who was alive in 1665, but dead by the time of Thomas’s will in 1674. Of 
course, it is possible that Thomas’s (second) wife Anne was also from “Old Comer” stock herself.
(As already noted, we do not know her maiden name, or anything about her family background.)

Alfred William Savary notes that it is known “From the records of the laying out of lands
in the registry office at New Bedford” that Aaron Savory was

living at Dartmouth (head of Acushnet River), in 1711. His will was proved August, 1717,
mentioning only his wife Hannah. He probably left no children.12

Aaron was actually already associated with the town of Dartmouth, Massachusetts, by 1694. On
the 9th of November in that year, he witnessed the will of John Cooke of Dartmouth. And in a
later memorandum regarding that will, dated 16 April 1696, “Aaron Savory” was said to be “of
Dartmouth.”13 If Aaron was born between 1635 and 1640, he would have been between 82 and
87 years old at the time of his death, and of the proving of his own will (registered in Bristol
County, Massachusetts), in 1717. Aaron’s widow Hannah was apparently quite a bit younger
than Aaron, and may have been a second wife. Nine years after Aaron’s death she was planning
to remarry, and may have done so. Savary reports that

At Dartmouth, Oct. 19, 1728, the intentions of marriage between John Perry of
Sandwich, and Hannah Savery of Dartmouth, were entered by the town clerk, but no
record of the marriage can be found. John Perry died 1732, leaving no widow.14

On the basis of what has already been said concerning the likely identification of Samuel
Eddy’s wife Elizabeth as Elizabeth Rogers, we would expect to see Samuel’s “brother-in-law”
Thomas Savory being married to Margaret Rogers. Admittedly, we do not have any direct
evidence for such a union. But we should certainly not discount the evidence that we do have –
in the unusual wording of Thomas Savory’s will – which strongly suggests that Thomas had
previously been married to someone other than his widow Anne.

Stratton describes the “deed of 22 March 1677/78 in which Ann Savory, widow, gave
land to her sons Anthony Savory and Aron Savory which belonged to her deceased husband 
Thomas Savory by exchange with ‘our brother in law Samuell Eedey’ (Ply. Colony LR 

11Stratton, 288.

12Savary, 26. If Aaron had had a daughter named Margaret, this would have been a strong onomastic datum
strengthening the theory that his mother had borne that name. But alas, he had no known children.

13“Will and Estate Inventory of John Cooke,” in Caleb H. Johnson, editor, The Complete Works of the
Mayflower Pilgrims (Vancouver, Washington: 2003), 1127.

14Savary, 26.
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4:311).”15 In this deed, Anne refers to Anthony and Aaron specifically as “my two sons.”16 We
see, then, that Anne honored her late husband’s wishes regarding a legacy for Aaron, even before
her own demise. She gave land to her son Anthony. And she also gave land to Aaron – her “son”
in affection, but more likely than not her step-son in actual kinship.

In summary, circumstantial evidence suggests that the wife of Samuel Eddy (born 1608)
was Elizabeth Rogers (born 1609), and that their five children (John, Zachariah, Caleb, Obadiah,
and Hannah) are accordingly grandchildren of Thomas Rogers of the Mayflower. A plausible
circumstantial case – contingent on this identification of Samuel Eddy’s wife – can likewise be
made that a first wife of Thomas Savory was Margaret Rogers (born 1613), and that Thomas and
Margaret had a son Aaron who would also have been a grandson of Thomas Rogers of the
Mayflower. In his research, Eugene Aubrey Stratton had collected together almost all of the
evidentiary pieces of this puzzle, but he had not put all of those pieces together in this way. We
now have.

The evidence is not conclusive, and the General Society of Mayflower Descendants is not
yet prepared to recognize the children and descendants of Samuel Eddy’s wife Elizabeth, or the
child of Thomas Savory’s first wife, as Rogers descendants. But according to the preponderance
of the evidence, this explanation of what happened to Thomas Rogers’ daughters Elizabeth and
Margaret – whom we know from Bradford were somewhere in Plymouth Colony as wives and
mothers – would seem more likely to be true than not to be true. Time will tell if additional
evidence may someday come to light that will either disprove or confirm this theory.

This article was published in The Mayflower Quarterly Magazine,
Volume 87, Number 2 (Summer 2021), pp. 26-29.
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15Stratton, 349.

16Anderson, 407.
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